A350 XWB OPERATORS FAMILY IS GROWING WITH
FIJI AIRWAYS
News / Airlines, Manufacturer

One more airline joins A350XWB operators family! Congratulations Fiji Airways!
Fiji Airways has adopted the A350 XWB as part of its expansion plans to broaden its
international network. Two A350-900s will be leased from Dubai based DAE Capital, making
Fiji Airways the newest operator and DAE Capital the latest customer.
With its common type rating with the A330 Family, the A350 XWB was the natural aircraft
choice to seamlessly join the airline’s existing fleet of four A330s. The common rating
between the A350 and A330 means that pilots who are qualified and current on the A330
can already commence preparations to take the A350 XWB’s controls by undergoing
“differences training” only, meaning a significant cost savings & operational flexibility.
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The aircraft will be configured with 33 full lie-flat Business Class and 301 Economy Class
seats. The aircraft will be deployed to enhance existing long haul services between Fiji,
Australia and US, and to provide the opportunity to open additional routes.
The A350 XWB is the world’s most modern and eco-efficient aircraft family shaping the future of
air travel. It is the long-range leader in the large wide-body market (300 to 400+ seats). The A350
XWB offers by design unrivalled operational flexibility and efficiency for all market segments up to
ultra-long haul (9,700 nm). It features the latest aerodynamic design, carbon fibre fuselage and
wings, plus new fuel-efficient Rolls-Royce engines. Together, these latest technologies translate
into unrivalled levels of operational efficiency, with a 25 per cent reduction in fuel burn and
emissions. The A350 XWB’s Airspace by Airbus cabin is the quietest of any twin-aisle and offers
passengers and crews the most modern in-flight products for the most comfortable flying
experience. At the end of March 2019, the A350 XWB Family had received 890 firm orders from
50 customers worldwide, making it one of the most successful wide-body aircraft ever.
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